Radius Headsets for Business

For more information and pricing on headsets please email us, either using the
contact page on the website or at sales@berkshiretelephones.co.uk
Prices from £25.00 plus VAT, Products include the following:

Radius JPL JAC Plus RJ11 Monaural Headset
Headsets, Corded Monaural
Entry Level Monaural Headset with a direct plug-in RJ11 jack











Single earpiece allowing users to confer with colleagues.
Left / right ear side compatible.
Supplied with standard RJ11 jack.
Fully flexible microphone for exact positioning.
Noise cancelling microphone.
Acoustic shock protection.
Sure fit fully adjustable headband.
Clothing clip included.
Lightweight headset, ~ 36g / ~68g

Radius 2400 Binaural Headset
Headsets, Corded Binaural
The Radius 2400 is a professional office and contact centre headset suitable for all day use.
The Radius 2400 headset has a call centre designed microphone boom arm with improved clarity and noise cancelling.
Further features of the Radius 2400 headset includes: Sure fit fully adjustable headband, leatherette ear cushion,
ratchet style microphone boom arm, left and right ear side compatible, wideband enabled speakers,
supplied with (QD) quick disconnect system which are compatible with Plantronics QD leads (Leads not supplied),
clothing clip included and compatibility with all known office phones.







Dual ear professional office headset with ratchet style microphone boom
Noise cancelling microphone with wideband enabled speakers
Call centre designed boom arm with improved microphone clarity and noise cancelling
Left / right ear side compatible
Sure fit fully adjustable headband

Radius 2300 Monaural NC Headset
Headsets, Corded Monaural
Experience superb build and sound quality with our Radius range of 'Wideband Enabled' Headsets.
Built for use in various environments from heavy-use call centres to medium-use offices, there is a headset solution to meet
every organisational requirement.















Wideband Enabled
Quick Disconnect System
Adjustable ratchet style Microphone boom
Noise Cancelling' Microphone boom
Anti-static shock protection
270' Rotation Microphone boom
Surefit' adjustable headband
Bag, Clothing clip and headset hook
Acoustic shock protection
Strong and robust construction
2 year warranty
100% Compatibility
PLEASE NOTE: Bottom Lead Is NOT Included (Sold Separately)

